
Purple Team
 I am going to tell you what the Purple Team does at 
the Children’s Discovery Museum during Summer of Ser-
vice. Summer of Service is a summer camp for 7th to 10th 
graders. There are 4 teams: Red, Orange, Green, Purple, 
and Striped.  Each team does a separate kind of service. 
The Purple Team does; zine making, field trips to interview 
other teams, floor activities, and makes other types of mov-
ies for practice and fun.  
 One of the important jobs the Purple Team does 
is Zine Making. The team members create a zine for their 
SOS session.  The zine contains articles, some are seri-
ous and some are fun. Serious articles are current day 
issues/events or informational.  Fun articles might be word 
searches, crossword puzzles, horoscopes, quizzes, how to’s, 
and opinion pieces either silly or serious.  
 Another job of the Purple Team is to go on field 
trips to interview other teams at their place of service. We 
go to Sacred Heart Community Services where the Red 
Team helps sort, label and store food, clothing and books. 
Another place we go to is the Estrella, K- 5 which is a sum-
mer program located at the Gardner Elementary campus in 
San Jose, where the Orange Team helps by playing with and 
reading to the kids. The next place we go is to Full Circle 
farms where the Green Team gardens or to the Guadal-
upe River where they clean the trash out of the river.  The 
Striped Team we can find here at CDM planning Rev-ups 
and Reflections every day for the entire SOS participants. 
Finally, we also do interviews for the Purple Team (my 
team) here at CDM as well as at all the other service sites.  
We do live videotaping and take pictures of all the teams. 
 



The next job of the Purple Team is to do floor activities 
on the main floor of the museum. We set up a table and 
bring a fun activity or craft to teach to the visiting children 
at the museum.  The ones we did this session were string-
ing homemade paper beads for necklaces or bracelets and 
making parachutes to fly high in the air over the wind tun-
nel.  The children feel excited to make new projects and 
play with them. 
 Finally, the Purple Team also makes other videos. 
Each session puts together all the SOS video interviews 
and makes a movie. We also created a separate stop mo-
tion movie with a SOS story line.  We have lots of fun in the 
Purple Team and learn a lot of new things about media.  
      By Kelton Bullock

The Orange Team

The Orange Team plays with kids and helps them with activi-
ties and to behave well. They are set at daycares to give these 
kids good examples for years to come. In the first classroom me 
and the group were in was in a classroom of pre-k children. Two 
orange team people that were in the pre-k group. The room was 
busing with activities, kids were running around everywhere. 
The next room we visited was grades k-5. It was a little more 
civilized but it was fun and nice all the same. More art made 
by the kids. They also played more games and more people in 
groups. The last classroom we visited was grades k-2. When we 
got there, there wasn’t much going on. They were working on 
some posters. Then we went outside to interview some kids and 
take pictures. We say a whole bunch of kids just running around 
being crazy. So if you are in that kind of stuff you should join it.         



The Striped Team 
The Striped Team organizes activities 
like games and Rev-up.  You have to 
be going into 10th grade to be on the 
Striped Team. They’re the oldest group 
that is at S.O.S. Their focus is leader-
ship to become leaders at Summer of 
Service or anywhere else. They also 
organize reflection at the end of the day.
They also put on a play for the kids in 
the museum. They perform it about a 
book normally. They perform at the 
Bibliotheca library in downtown San 
Jose. They do arts and crafts with the 
kids there.  

Green team
The Green team at Summer of Service is responsible for doing clean-
ing. They clean trash out of the Guadalupe River in an effort to clean 
the quality of water flowing, and the health of the plants and animals 
that depend on the water that flows down the Guadalupe River. The 
Green team is most responsible for keeping the environment clean and 
making sure that trash is in its rightful place. Green team also works 
planting trees and other plants. These plans are very important because 
they remove carbon dioxide from the air and put out oxygen.



 The Red Team
           The Red Team is the part of SOS 
that focuses on helping the community. 
They make their difference by working at 
Sacred Heart and such sites that give to the 
homeless and the people in need. At those 
sites, they help pack and organize donated 
items such as money, clothes, and food. 
They also participate at RAFT, which is a 
resource center for teachers, and spend time 
with the people at Live Oak Senior Center 
playing games or simply talking. Sounds 
interesting to you? Join next time!
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Gordon Freeman
BY:Alex Aaldering
 Gordon Freeman, Age 21, is a theoretical physicist 
working at the Black Mesa Research Facility. In the game 
Half Life, by Valve, Gordon faces the impending alien inva-
sion, in which Gordon has to fight his way out of Black 
Mesa. While the game itself isn’t as visually appealing as 
Modern Warfare or Crysis, Half Life is the game that made 
Modern Warfare possible. Without Half life, Modern War-
fare couldn’t exist. Following the original, Half Life 2 was 
released by Valve. Half Life 2 was a continuation of Half 
Life, and Gordon Freeman gets to go out into a city that has 
been enslaved by the invading aliens, result of the accident 
in Black Mesa. The game features a superb physics engine 
and all in game events are done in real time. The quality 
of the game has won it 50 game-of-the-year awards and 
labeled it Best Game Ever by PC Gamer.
Following the release of Half Life 2, Valve has released 2 
sequels, Half Life 2 episode 1 and 2, and intends to release 
Half Life 3 sometime in the future.



Can Physicists Cloak and Hide Entire Events?

   A reporter had asked a physicist, Dr. Gaeta, if it was possible to 
hide entire events.  This baffled Gaeta, so he consulted his col-
leagues to discuss the issue.  They know that it is possible to hide 
an object by bending the light on it, therefore rendering it invis-
ible.  This “event cloak”, however, must hide an object within the 
fourth dimension, as well as the third.  (Note: the fourth dimension 
is time.)
   The physicists had what was called a “time lens”, an object that 
could speed up or slow down light.  The way to cloak an event is 
to split a light beam into two light beams, traveling at different 
speeds, leaving a gap in between.  Using the
 time lens, the physicists were able to create a gap in
 between two light beams.  However, the physicists needed to test 
to see if the gap existed, because they couldn’t tell, so they shot a 
laser beam through the light beams.  If there hadn’t been a gap, the 
light beam would’ve split colors, but the gap would’ve prevented 
that.  The test was a success, but the gap was a 15 trillionths of a 
second large, not large enough for anything bigger than a dust mite.
   The reporters who had asked the question in the first place were 
informed of the successful test, but they wanted proof.  The gap 
would have to be large enough for a sensitive light detector to no-
tice it, so the physicists spent the next several days getting enough 
energy sources from other laboratories.  This gap was 40 trillionths 
of a second wide, allowing the sensor to detect it.
   Now the physicists are trying to get the gap to be billionths of a 
second wide, and hopefully getting it big enough for humans to use 
it.



	 Though	not	commonly	recognized,	Alan	Turing	was	a	signifi-
cant pioneer in computer science. He was born in London, 1912 and 
had a life-long interest in machines and mechanical operations. While 
studying	at	King’s	College	Cambridge,	Turing	made	a	significant	dis-
covery. He instigated the birth of modern computer science by pro-
posing a hypothetical machine called a Turing Machine. Basically, he 
proved that with a set of instructions and tape with a consistent set of 
symbols, anything that is proven to be computable can be computed. 
This idea is at the core of computational science today. He then went 
on to study at Princeton, got a PhD, and then joined the Government 
Code and Cypher School in Britain, where he helped to crack en-
crypted German communications. Various estimates posit that Turing’s 
work shortened WWII by 1-3 years. 

 He was however, arrested in 1952 for “gross indecency”. Basi-
cally, he had entered into a relationship with another man secretly, then 
the other man robbed him, and while reporting this crime to the police, 
he acknowledged a homosexual relationship with the robber. This was 
illegal at the time, and he was convicted. He was presented with two 
options: imprisonment or estrogen injections, which were supposedly 
supposed to cure homosexuality. He chose the estrogen treatments. 
As a result of his arrest, he lost his security clearance and could no 
longer work with the British Government. Turing was found dead from 
cyanide poisoning; next to him on a nightstand was a half-eaten apple. 
The coroner initially reported this as a suicide, but various people have 
speculated that his careless storage of lab chemicals might have been 
the cause of his poisoning. Some even suppose that he committed sui-
cide ambiguously to provide his loved ones with plausible deniability.

Alan Turing
Bizzare Sea Animals



Matt Cain’s Perfect Game
 On June 13, 2012, Matt Cain pitched the first perfect 
game in Giant’s franchise history. To pitch a perfect game, 
the pitcher must retire all 27 batters he faces, not allowing a 
single base runner. In over 130 years of Major League Base-
ball, only 22 perfect games have been pitched. In over 120 
years of the Giants organization, no Giants pitcher before 
Cain has pitched a perfect game. Matt Cain’s perfect game 
came against the Houston Astros, one of the six teams in the 
National League Central Division. Cain also tied Sandy Kou-
fax’s record for most strikeouts (14) in a perfect game.  

 Matt Cain has had a ca-
reer of little recognition despite 
his outstanding consistency and 
low earned run average. His of-
fense has shown little support 
for him, leading to a mediocre 
win-loss ratio. However, after 
pitching a perfect game, Cain 
has gained much acknowledg-
ment around the entire coun-
try. The Giants also supported 
him well on June 13, scoring 10 
runs to back his perfection. The 
perfect game was also preserved 
by a spectacular diving catch by 
Gregor Blanco in right center 
field. After the game, Cain was 
excited but remained humble. 
He said “I can’t explain what the 
guys did to make this happen. 
Everybody did a lot of work.”

Some of the Songs from My iPod

I have 248 songs in my iPod shuffle.   Here are 
some of my favorite songs.

1. Smooth- Santana
2. Mine – Taylor Swift
3. Don’t Worry, Be Happy – Bobby 
McFerrin
4. Rolling in the Deep – Adele
5. Livin’ on a Prayer – Bon Jovi
6. Before He Cheats – Carrie Un-
derwood
7. Crawling Back to You – 
Daughtry
8. Home – Daughtry
9. Chances – Five for Fighting
10. Don’t Stop – Fleetwood Mac
11. Black Balloon – Goo Goo Dolls
12. Here is Gone – Goo Goo Dolls
13. 21 Guns – Green Day
14. One Step at a Time – Jordin 
Sparks
15. Poker Face – Lady Gaga
16. Whatever it Takes – Lifehouse
17. Makes Me Wonder-Maroon 5
18. Payphone – Maroon 5 
19. She Will Be Loved – Maroon 5
20. Sunday Morning – Maroon 5
21. If I Never See Your Face Again 
Maroon 5 featuring Rihanna

22. I’m Feeling You – Michelle 
Branch, Santana
23. When We Stand Together – 
Nickelback
24. Good Life – OneRepublic
25. According to You – Orianthi
26. So What – Pink
27. Strange Things – Randy New-
man        
28. We Belong Together – Randy 
Newman
29. The Game of Love – Santana, 
Michelle Branch
30. All or Nothing – Theory of a 
Deadman
31. Drive By – Train
32. Yeah – Usher (feat. Lil’John & 
Ludacris)
33. More – Usher
34. Come on Over – Christina 
Aguilera
35. Uncharted – Sara Bareilles
     
 By Kelton Bullock



Bicycles: for exercise or work?
BY:Alex Aaldering
Bicycles seem like a good substitute for cars when 
they require no gas. Look at the price of gas. China 
has got the idea under their belt, as they have 
turned to using electric bikes, E-bikes. These bikes 
are used for all kinds of transport, where workers 
go from work, to lunch, back to work, and wher-
ever their needs are. As of recently, 21 million 
E-bikes have been sold compared to the 9.4 million 
automotives. All these sales are taking cars out of 
business because the bikes require little to no ef-
fort to move, require no fuel, and require very low 
maintenance. These E-bikes provide an ecological 
rest for China, a country known for its high pollu-
tion levels. These bikes can provide an economic 
and economic releif for almost any country in 
need, and give a cheap and affordable way to make 
your daily commute to work its best. In Japan, bi-
cycles are also used to commute through crowded 
cities, a place where cars are useless.

Star Trek: 20 Years
By Teo Martinez

Prologue: Star Date: 2368.22

   “Space.  The Final Frontier.  
These words haven’t been spoken for decades.  First by the leg-
endary Captain James T. Kirk, then by the heroic Captain Jean 
Luc Picard.”
   Captain Jude Vargas stared out into the emptiness of space.  He 
knew that soon, he would be out there.  For twenty long years…
   “Sir, thirty minutes until liftoff,” said Lieutenant Gianmatteo 
Martinez, who had been sitting in his navigator seat for the past 
hour.  Lieutenant Jonathan Sheets came through the door and sat 
down in the navigator seat next to Gianmatteo.
   “You’re late,” said Jude as he walked over to the captain’s chair 
and sat down.  Jonathan didn’t say anything.  Jude looked around 
the room at the other officers.  One of the officers walked over to 
Jude.
   “Let me introduce myself,” the officer said.  “My name is Max 
Reynolds, First Officer of the USS Thunderchild.  This, to my 
right, is Lieutenant  Hannah Rosenblum, the ship’s communica-
tion officer.”  Hannah got up and shook the captain’s hand.  “The 
navigators are Gianmatteo Martinez, also known as Teo, and 
Jonathan Sheets, who is usually known as John.”  Max motioned 
behind him.  Max introduced the rest of the officers on the bridge.
   Hannah pressed her communication device to her ear, and 
turned to the  captain.  “Captain, we have ten minutes until lift-
off.”  Jude nodded, and turned on his chair’s communicator.              
“Crew check.  Main engineering?”
  “Check, captain.  All engineering crew members present.”
“Teleportation control?”
“Check, captain.  Scott Harano, Nick Chence, and Kim Tal report



ing for duty.”
“Surgeon?”
“Dr. Alex Miller here, sir.”
“Security?”
“Chief Security Officer David Chau and all security officers report-
ing.”
“Phaser engineering?”
“Lieutenant Ian Vargas and Max Reynolds reporting, sir.”
“Ian?” said Jude in surprise.
“Jude?  Is that you?”
“Oh man!  I can’t believe we got on the same ship!”
   “Sir, liftoff in five minutes,” said Hannah.  Jude was extremely 
excited, even though his mission was a transport mission.  The USS 
Thunderchild was supposed to transport one hundred civilians to one 
of the Federation’s colonies.  The whole trip, to the planet and back, 
would take twenty years.  Jude, though, knew that the trip would go 
through some dangerous sites, and they would undoubtedly have some 
interesting encounters.
“One minute to liftoff, Captain.”
   Jude looked out at the stars, and took a deep breath.  He was begin-
ning his journey soon.
   “Liftoff in 5… 4… 3… 2… 1.  We have liftoff!”
   Jude felt a sudden jolt as the ship began moving upward.  “Mr. Mar-
tinez, warp factor 2.”
   “Yes sir.”  Jude felt another jolt as the ship suddenly moved forward 
at an extreme speed.  He was going into space.

1: Star Date: 2368.29

    Ian Vargas wasn’t happy about being a phaser engineer.
    As he walked down the corridor, he thought back.  When he had 
applied, he had thought he would be a gunner.  Now, he realized, all he 
got to do was press buttons.  The past 27 days has been super boring.  
He now realized that when he had signed up for this, he should have 

known that a cargo mission wouldn’t bring any excitement.
   “… no, I told you, the deal is that if you get rid of the body, I give 
you 5,000 credits.”  At hearing this, Ian stopped walking.  “Uh-
huh… 10,000?  Oh, alright, but you better not mess up!... what do 
you mean you don’t remember who?  Hannah!  I’m killing Hannah 
Rosenblum!”  Ian let out a small gasp.  He looked at the door’s sign.  
This was Max’s quarters.  He couldn’t believe it.  Max was going to 
kill Hannah.  He had to warn Jude.

   Jude’s excitement was fading.  It had been almost a month since 
the USS Thunderchild had lifted off, and the mission hadn’t had any 
excitement.  The crew wasn’t supposed to pass any colonies for the 
next half-month.
   Suddenly Ian ran into the bridge room, panting.  “Ian!  You’re sup-
posed to be working in the phaser engineering room!”
   “Max… plan… kill… Hannah…” said Ian in between breaths.
   Jude stared at Ian for a moment, then said “The only reason I be-
lieve you about this is because you’re my brother, and I trust you.”
   Jude turned to Teo and said “Keep all security checks up and 
running.”  Teo nodded and typed into his keyboard.  “Don’t let the 
word get out, or Max will realize what we’re up to.”  Jude turned to 
Hannah and said “Don’t worry.  You’ll end up alive.  But we’ll need 
some help.”

   Max was unable to stand the heat.  He had been crouching in the 
air vent for an hour now, and every minute he got hotter and hotter.  
He heard footsteps, and looked out the vent.  Hannah was walking to 
her quarters, walking to her death.  He was glad that in a few seconds 
he could be out of the air vent.  His phaser rifle was being 
squished against him, and that feeling wasn’t any better 
than the heat.  Hannah was almost there… almost… 
almost… Max jumped out of the vent and pointed the 
rifle at Hannah.  Hannah barely had time to turn around 
before she was shot by the phaser rifle.
   Max heard a scream behind him and turned around.  The security 
guard he was pretty sure was Sergeant Casey Jane Jones had just 
walked around the corner.  The last thing she said before she was 



shot was “This wouldn’t have happened if I were in Star Wars.”
   Max looked down at the lifeless body of Lieutenant Hannah 
Rosenblum.  With her out of the way, his plot to becoming cap-
tain was almost complete.

   Max now knew what a Vulcan felt like.  He was at the funeral 
ceremonies for Hannah.  He felt nothing.  He didn’t feel any re-
gret or sorrow.  He hated Hannah.  She was the one who always 
got in the way of him getting what he wanted.  He, strangely, 
though, didn’t feel any pride or happiness, either.  It was strange.  
The sorrow for Hannah’s loss crossed out with pride for getting 
rid of her.  He thought that the funeral ceremony was a waste of 
time.  Soon, instead, people would only have a funeral ceremony 
for him, when he died.  Because when he would become captain, 
he would make a lot of changes.

   Ian almost believed that Hannah had died herself.  He was in 
the medical room, with Dr. Alex Miller and several other people.  
Hannah was lying in the medical bed, floating in and out of 
consciousness.  Ian had convinced some engineers to fix all the 
phaser pistols and rifles to be set on only one setting: stun.  Un-
fortunately, the rifle Max had chosen was fixed by a not-so-good 
engineer, and was stuck in between stun and kill.  Hannah was 
injured by the phaser, but not completely dead.  Alex had been 
helping her get back into good health, although when he was 
given instructions to perform surgery on Hannah, he tried to get 
the day off.  Ian and some other security officers had done some 
spying, and they found out that Max had bribed Scott into tele-
porting Hannah’s body into space after Max had killed her.  The 
officers convinced Scott to betray Max and teleport Hannah’s 
body to the bridge.  They officers, by spying, also knew where 
max was going to strike next.

   Jude got the message at 5:00 AM in the morning, shipboard 
time.  Almost no one was asleep, and he wasn’t happy to have 
been woken up by an engineer several decks below.  The engi-
neer had called Jude saying that there was a problem in the 

engine room that he should check out.  Jude got dressed and went to 
the turbo lifter.  He twisted a stick on the wall and said “Engineer-
ing deck.”  The turbo lifter started moving down to the engine deck.  
When the turbo lifter reached its destination, Jude stepped out to run 
into the pointer of a phaser pistol, pointed at his nose.  Jude looked 
past the man pointing the phaser and saw four other engineers point-
ing phasers at Jude.  One of the engineers pushed Jude to one of the 
engine tanks.  Another engineer pressed some buttons on a control 
panel, and the tank began heating up.  Jude looked in worry at the 
engineer.  “Are you crazy?  The tank will overheat, and the whole 
deck will explode!”
   “Killing you,” said the engineer, grinning.
   “That won’t happen today,” said Ian, stepping out from behind a 
tank with a phaser rifle.  He shot the engineer at the control panel, 
and turned the tank off.  Several other officers came out from behind 
tanks with phasers and shot the other engineers.
   Jude turned to the officers and said “Arrest Max Reynolds.”

   “No!  No!  Please!  It wasn’t me!  I didn’t do it!  Please!  
PLEASE!!!!!”  Despite the excessive pleading, the security officers 
put Max into the jail cell.  The nearest jail colony was only 10 hours 
away, where Max would be punished to the fullest extent of the law.
   “Hannah, I have something to tell you,” said Jude to Hannah.  
They were standing on the bridge.  Jude had just promoted Ian to 
Lieutenant Colonel, and made him chief engineer.  “Since Max is 
relieved of duty, YOU are the next in command.”  At this, a large 
smile came across Hannah’s face.  “You are now First Officer 
Rosenblum.”

2: Star Date: 2368.33

   Lieutenant Scott Harano loved his job.
   Scott was sitting in his chair in his chair in the teleporter room.  He 
was the chief engineer for teleportation control.  This was his fourth 
year as a teleportation control member.  He hadn’t gotten anything  



to do during the first two months of the USS Thunderchild’s 20 
year mission, with the exceptions of teleporting Hannah’s “lifeless” 
body to the bridge, and teleporting 3 security officers and Max 
Reynolds, former First Officer, to a prison colony.
   Suddenly Scott got a message on his communicator.  “We are go-
ing to yellow alert.  I repeat, yellow alert”.  Scott gulped.  He hated 
yellow alert.

   “Hannah, are you sure that’s what they said?”
   “Yes sir.”
   Captain Jude Vargas wasn’t happy.  The Thunderchild had just 
gotten a message from a colony that claimed to be of Earth origin, 
saying that the Thunderchild had entered the colony’s territory, giv-
ing the colony the right to destroy the ship.
   “Open communications ,” said Jude.
   First Officer Hannah Rosenblum pressed some buttons on her 
control board, and said “You’re on speaker, sir.”
   Jude cleared his throat and said “Unidentified colony, this is Jude 
Vargas, captain of the USS Thunderchild.  Our starmaps do not 
show your colony.  Please explain your presence at this location.”
   There was a pause, then a voice said “This is the Gilese-64 star 
system colony.  A three quarters of a century ago, we traveled from 
Earth because we were tired of the Federation’s stupid rules.  We 
live here is secret, and get rid of any opposing starships that enter 
our perimeter.  Now, you have entered our territory, with weapons 
of mass destruction, and your plan is surely one of violence.”
   “Please understand,” said Jude, “that the only reason we are 
equipped with these weapons is because the path we are going 
through on our mission to transport civilians goes through paths of 
dangerous enemies.”  
   There was a pause, then one of the officers on the status boards 
said “Sir, my readings say that we are being bombarded by radia-
tion.”
   “Is it harmful?”
   “No, sir.”
   ”We know that you tell the truth about your cargo.  However, we 
do not know about your intentions.  We request that we beam five 

of our men aboard to check your ship for its intentions.”
   Jude paused and said “You can only beam aboard two men; an 
ambassador, and a body guard.”
   “We shall comply.”
   Jude pressed a button on his chair to communicate with the tele-
porter room.  “Scott, prepare to beam aboard the colonists.  I’ll give 
you their coordinates so you can lock onto them.”

   When Scott beamed aboard the colonists, he nearly fainted.
   The ambassador had what Scott thought was a rare type of metal 
armor that seemed to be light and flexible, covering his body, but ac-
cording to the teleporter’s scanner, is was incredibly durable, being 
able to stand up to a phaser rifle set on stun.  Scott also couldn’t help 
but notice that the guard carried a phaser rifle, and the ambassador 
had two phaser pistols.  But what disturbed Scott the most was the 
fact that both the ambassador and the body guard had several scars 
and wounds all over their body, but the scanner said that their body 
health was three percent above the physical maximum health modern 
humans could reach.
   ”I would like to speak with the captain,” said the ambassador in a 
deep voice.  Scott nodded, turned on the communicator and informed 
Jude that the ambassador had arrived and was going up to the bridge.  
As the colonists left the teleporter room, Scott got concerned and 
reread the files of the scanner.  Although by regulation there was 
no reason to file a report or complaint by the circumstances, he was 
distressed by the fact that the scanner had read several small metal 
devices with a high energy reading on his hip, hidden from view by 
the cloak he wore.
   On the bridge, no one wasn’t caught off guard by the appearance 
of the colonists.  When Lieutenant Gianmatteo Martinez, known as 
Teo, turned to look at the colonists, he did a double take.  Jude held 
out his hand for a handshake and said “Welcome aboard the Akira 
class Federation starship USS Thunderchild.  We represent the Fed-
eration.”
   The ambassador didn’t shake Jude’s hand and said “We would like 
you to show us your ship, so that afterward we shall determine your 
intention, and decide if we’ll let you live.”



   Jude raised an eyebrow.  “The entire ship?”  The ambassador 
nodded.  Jude turned to one of the status officers.  “You man com-
munications.”  He turned to Hannah.  “You are acting captain until 
I return.”  Hannah nodded and sat in the captain’s chair.
   “So, let’s start with the medical room.  This here is Dr. Alex 
Miller.”
   “Hello,” said Alex, sounding uninterested. 
   “Let’s move on to the crew’s quarters, now, shall we?” said 
Jude.  What no one noticed was that the ambassador, who said his 
name was Jort Melke, had placed a small electrical device under-
neath the medical bed.

   “Well Jort, what do you think of our ship?”
   “We think that your intentions here are peaceful, to a certain 
extent of defense.”
   “Thank you,” said Jude.
   As the colonists got on the teleporters, Scott scanned Jort again.  
As the scanner read, he realized that the electric devices were 
gone.  After the colonists were teleported back to the colony, Scott 
did an electrical scan of the ship and was alarmed to find that 
hundreds of electrical devices were placed within the ship.  Scott 
turned on the communicator.  “Captain, my scanners indicate that 
several devices powered with electromagnetic pulses are placed 
around the ship.”
   “I’ll send out the security force,” said Jude on the other end.  
“Thank you for informing me.”  He tuned his communicator to 
Lieutenant David Chau’s frequency.  “David, get the force to 
search the ship in specific locations.  I’ll send the coordinates to 
you.”
   Within a half hour, the devices had been found and dismantled.  
Jude opened communication with the colony.  “You lied to us, and 
you tried to destroy our ship.”
   “Captain, we can make a powerful alliance together.”
   “No, we know that YOUR intentions are evil.  I’m afraid we 
shall not join you, for that could mean total destruction of planets, 
even star systems.  We are not warlike.  We may meet again, but 
for now, farewell.

3: Star Date: 2373.31

   Max Reynolds hated Lieutenant Ian Vargas.  No, Ian was Lieuten-
ant Colonel now.  But that didn’t make the hatred any less different.
   Almost five years ago, Ian was the one who found out about Max’s 
plan to get rid of Hannah and Jude.  Ian was the one who messed 
with the phaser that was supposed to kill Hannah.  Ian was the one 
who tipped off the captain about Max’s plan.  Ian was the one who 
had gotten Max arrested.
   Five days.  Five days until the celebration.  Max’s cell mate had 
a friend on the USS Thunderchild who said that on April 30, every 
year since Max had gotten arrested, they had a celebration.  Five 
days from now, they were going to have the celebration again.
    Or so they thought.
    This year, this year, Max would get his revenge, then people 
would celebrate the thirtieth not as the day that Max got arrested, 
but as the day that Max took control of the Thunderchild.
   Max’s cellmate had friends all over the quadrant.  And one of 
them was in the same facility Max was in.   Thirty seconds more of 
being in prison.  Twenty.  Ten.  Five, four, three, two, one.
   In the center of the hallway, a huge explosion rang out, destroy-
ing the doors.  Max walked down the corridor to the ship hangar, 
grabbing a phaser rifle on the way there.  He opened the door to the 
surprise of a security guard.  Before the guard could say anything, 
Max shot the guard.  Two more guards got out their pistols, but two 
armed inmates came through the door and shot the guards.  Max 
and the other inmates walked to the shuttle– the only shuttle on the 
facility.
   “Remember our four stops, Max, the deal 
involves us,” said one of the inmates.
   “Yeah, uh, about that…” said Max.  Max hit one of the inmates 
with the butt of the rifle, and tripped the other inmate.  Max ran 
into the shuttle and punch in the coordinates for the Thunderchild.  
“Here I come.”



   Ian didn’t like being the chief engineer.  It was better than his last 
job, as a phaser engineer, but he still didn’t like it that much.  The 
engineers were nice, and treated him with respect, though.  He was 
standing on the catwalk over the engine room.  A metallic thump 
came from Ian’s office.  Ian walked into the office, and the first 
thing he noticed was that a large chunk of the ceiling had caved in.  
The second thing he noticed was the reason that the ceiling caved 
in, and he was pointing a phaser at Ian.
   “Max?”

   Lieutenant David Chau thought that he had better get a promo-
tion after this.
   David was the chief security officer, and he and the officers had 
been searching the ship repeatedly for the past four hours.  Ian’s 
body had been found in his office, and they had found a hole in the 
office’s ceiling leading to the air vents.  The security had checked 
all of the air vents, though, and they hadn’t found anything.  That 
meant that there was an impostor aboard.
   On the bridge, Jude got a signal calling him to the crews’ quar-
ters deck, but Jude told a security guard to check out the deck.  
The guard didn’t report back.  Jude and 7 guards went down to the 
quarters deck, but they didn’t find anything there.

   Teo Martinez didn’t think that the bridge could be ambushed so 
easily.  An officer had entered the bridge, and it took Teo a moment 
to realize that the officer was actually Max Reynolds.  Max got out 
a phaser pistol, and shot two officers who were reaching for their 
pistols.  Max shot Hannah and dragged her body into the turbo lift.

   David hurried into the space gear.  He looked over to the other 
airlock, where Jude and Hannah were trapped.  Max stood before 
several security officers, his hand only a few inches  away from the 
jettison button.  David got three oxygen masks and stepped into the 
airlock.
   “Make me captain, and I won’t hurt them,” said Max.  The of-
ficers said nothing.  “Fine then,” said Max, and he pressed the but

ton.  Jude and Hannah screamed, but no sound came out.
   David finished tying a tether rope connected to the airlock wall to 
his waist.  He pressed the jettison button, and floated out to where 
Jude and Hannah were in space.  David put the oxygen masks on 
them, and he pulled them into the airlock.  The officers arrested 
Max, and put him in his own prison facility with no ships or shut-
tles.  Alex unhappily preformed surgery on Ian, and Ian survived, 
but barely.  He was relieved of duty until he was ready to work 
again.  Max was gone, Hannah and Jude survived, and the Thunder-
child continued on its voyage as planned… for now.



Call of Duty: MW3 and new titles good or bad?

              Every new Call of Duty in the series seems to out-
sell its predecessor and Modern Warfare 3 is no exception, 
selling more than 9 million copies on the first day, in North 
America alone. This outsold Call of Duty: Black Ops, which 
in turn outsold Modern Warfare 2. 
           Despite all of this, a simple look on community web-
sites and forums will tell that an increasing amount of people 
have become tired of and claim to have “outgrown” the se-
ries. People complain that there is very little change between 
the annual releases, along with a long list of more issues. I 
too find myself hesitant to buy the upcoming Black Ops 2. 
“So why do people keep buying it?” some ask. I believe it is 
for several reasons. 1. Peer pressure; millions of people play 
it. 2. Habit
3. They buy it because they know what they will get out of it.
And 4, the storyline; the campaign story created with the past 
titles, is continued via the sequels. Think of it as a movie, 
don’t you want to see how it ends? 
              

                                  vs.
              
 In Anaheim, California, Cars Land opened on June 15, 2012 
at Disney’s California Adventure.  According to Brad Morris of CNN, 
he says it’s big, bold and amazing and kids of all ages will rev their 
engines and step on the gas.   Although I really super enjoyed Califor-
nia Adventure the way it was and would hate to see it completely torn 
out, this news has me wanting to go back soon to check it out. 
 Cars Land costs $1.1 billion dollars for Disney’s California 
Adventure.  They’re hoping to turn Disneyland into a world-class 
destination it can be.  The theme used to be about the California of 
Yesteryear but the kids didn’t like it. They liked movie icons like 
Little Mermaid and Toy Story, that’s what they grew up with. The 
time setting of the movie Cars not only reminds us of the past, it is 
connected to the movies that kids really love.  I think changing the 
park is a good way to bring more people there, but I will miss my 
favorite rides.  
 The main attraction is Radiator Springs Racers, where you 
drive down the main street through the city of Radiator Springs.  The 
cars are electric and work much like a gigantic version of the slot cars 
kids play with.  After boarding a 6 –person car, you take a leisurely, 
scenic tour of Radiator Springs.  Soon you enter a nighttime section 
where you’ll find old friends from Radiator Springs and have adven-
tures including tractor tipping with Mater.  Next, after an upgrade of 
tires or paint, and a quick visit to Doc Hudson, your crew chief, the 
ride turns into a thrilling race for Piston Cup glory. Wow! I think that 
would be awesome to ride. 

CARS LAND
OPENS IN DISNEY’S CALIFORNIA ADVENTURE



 Luigi’s Flying Tires is not like anything you’ve ever ridden.    
It’s like being shrunken down and you’re riding on an air hockey puck. 
There are a bunch of beach balls where people can poke, run into and 
bat at each other. I think this ride would be very interesting to ride.  
In my opinion, if they change all the rides, I will feel sad. My favorite 
rides were California Screamin’ and Jumpin’ Jellyfish.  I think they 
were the best rides ever. Paradise Pier was my favorite part of Califor-
nia Adventure in Disneyland.     

                &                By Kelton Bullock      

Try this easy Sudoku puzzle.
Rules:
Each row must have every number from 1-9.
Each column must have every number from 1-9.
Each square must have every number from 1-9.

Now, try this harder one:



 The civilian uprising in Syria began with peaceful civilian pro-
tests against an oppressive Assad Regime. When videos of the Assad 
regime	opening	fire	on	peaceful	demonstrators	broke	out,	media	
coverage of the uprising began in the West. Initially, the uprising was 
portrayed in a black-and-white manner, with the good-guy protesters 
demonstrators against an evil dictatorship.  This narrative was sus-
tained when the protesters became rebels, and founded the Free Syr-
ian Army. Seeing the militarization of the protesters, the Assad regime 
upped their military force. The regime began making accusations of 
the FSA and rebel groups being terrorists and being linked with ter-
rorist groups, which at the time wasn’t true. The good-guy-bad-guy 
narrative persisted in the West. However, recently the FSA has come 
under criticism for their links to al-Qaeda and Jihadist groups.
 There are several bad things to be said about the FSA, yet 
they still seem to have public support in the West, and they gain posi-
tive	coverage.	Mainly,	it’s	that	they	have	begun	fighting	alongside	radi-
cal	Jihadist	groups,	which	raises	fears	of	increased	Jihadi	influence	in	
Syria. The FSA also has received weapon shipments from al-Qaeda 
coming from Benghazi, and their treatment of captured soldiers isn’t 
quite as humane as it could be. The Assad regime’s crackdown on the 
protesters has been brutal too though: they torture and kill all politi-
cal prisoners who can’t provide intelligence, and have used young 
children as human shields in battle. There’s also an enormous surveil-
lance network in place to monitor activists and dissidents. Despite 
what western media is reporting, there are questionable aspects to 
both	sides	of	the	conflict	in	Syria.	

The Realities of the 

Syrian UprisingBy Alex Miller

Hammah The Beautiful Princess
 
    Once upon a time, there was a beautiful              
                               princess named Hammah. She had lovely brown 
         hair and a smile as sweet as fresh elderberries. One 
         day, Hammah didn’t know how to use a video 
         camera. That made her very sad. She asked her
         even lovelier maid to teach her to use cameras. “Of 
          course! Of course,” said the lovely maid, “I live to
        serve you, Princess Hammah!”
 
 “BALONEY!” cried the impetuous
princess. “All you do all day is run around 
being bad at typing! I hate you! I hate you!”
 The lovely maid sighed with the 
sadness of a thousand third-place reality 
show contestants. “I’m sorry, Princess 
Hammah.” She (in the friendliest possible 
way) ruffled Princess Hammah’s hair. 
Hammah was outlandishly enraged.
 “WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE 
YOU BIG DUMB JERK?” bellowed Hammah, blind with rage like a 
wounded rhinoceros. “You ruin everything!! I hate your dumb face!” 
The sad, lovely maid choked back a tear of ultimate desolation.
 “Why, why, why does Hammah the Beautiful Princess hate me 
so?” she thought. “All I want to do is to make her happy.” The lovely 
maid picked up her heavy, heavy video camera equipment and left 
to her many, many chores. “What a hard life I lead. Oh well, maybe 
Princess Hammah will accept me one day!” she thought unselfishly to 
herself.
 Meanwhile, Princess Hammah plotted and schemed to her-
self. “How can I rid my vast and glorious kingdom of that super lame 
maid?” She thought, quite villainously. “I hate her dumb face!” She 
was very insecure, you see, so she was threatened by the lovely cham-
bermaid, who was talented and lovely and wonderful. “Maybe one day 
she will just leave! Or perhaps, I can make her leave myself,” she said 
out loud, quite crazily. Princess Hammah made a face that was quite 



reminiscent of the Grinch who stole Christmas when she was plotting. 
“I sure do hate lovely maids and people who sometimes make innocent 
typographical errors! This maid is much too lovely and benevolent.
 “Perhaps I could trick her into eating a poisoned pie! It will 
turn her into a caterpillar! That will teach her to be so lovely.” She set 
about her task with great malevolent gusto. First she stole eggs out of 
a sad chicken’s nest. Next, she milked a cow without even asking. She 
gathered spices from the forest without a food gathering 
permit. She shook down local grain farmers for heavily 
discounted flour because she was the princess. She mixed
 up all her ingredients, and added her secret magical 
potion (made from puppy tears). She laughed 
manically, frightening away several bugs and spiders. 
“It is finished!” She garnished the pie with cilantro, 
which was a weird choice. All that was left was to 
deliver her sticky, cherry-flavored revenge.
 The lovely maid was practicing saying nice 
things to people in her chamber, when Princess 
Hammah thrust open the door without even 
knocking. “Oh, Lovely Maid, there you are! I have 
been looking all over for you, you filthy little turtle dove! I have made 
you a delicious pie to thank you for trying to te    ach me to use a video 
camera, even though you did a very bad job and I didn’t even need 
help in the first place.” 
 The lovely maid was surprised. “Oh, Princess Hammah, thank 
you! That pie looks quite lovely. Wow, you even garnished it with 
cilantro! That is an… interesting choice!” She tried to remain positive 
in the interest of being polite. The pie looked very bad. 
 The lovely maid didn’t want to, but she decided it would be 
best if she took a bite. She picked up a fork which she conveniently 
had nearby, because Hammah did not bring a fork. She delicately lifted 
a forkful of pie. The crust was not flaky. The filling was lumpy and it 
smelled over sweetened. There was no whipped topping. The lovely 
maid smiled at Hammah who was wringing her hands suspiciously. 
She opened her lovely mouth, and placed the portion of yucky, gloppy 
pie on her tongue. “Mmm!” she said, as convincingly as she could, 
“this pie is very delicious!” It was not. 

 The lovely maid suddenly wondered why Hammah was gig-
gling fiendishly and clapping her hands like one of those toy monkeys 
with the cymbals. “Princess Hammah, I hate to ask, but why are you 
laughing and hopping around? This, um, delicious pie is not part of  
     some sort of awful scheme to trick me into leaving the 
       kingdom, is it?” But it was no use, because by the 
       time she had finished asking that question, she
         was no longer a lovely maid. She was a 
         lovely caterpillar! The potion pie had done
     its terrible job!
    Princess Hammah was very pleased.   
   Watching the lovely maid turn into a lovely 
caterpillar was  better than eating ice cream! She contemplated 
the lovely caterpillar for a moment. Her smile faded. This lovely cat-
erpillar was too lovely. Her disappointment was short lived, because 
she remembered her favorite fact about caterpillars. Caterpillars,     no 
matter how lovely, are very easy to      
squish! Princess Hammah shrieked 
with glee and looked around for the 
lovely caterpillar. She was gone! “Rats, 
rats, rats!” screeched the monarch.
 Meanwhile, the lovely caterpillar had escaped out the win-
dow and was inching down the outer wall of the castle. “That terrible 
brute!” she thought, quite reasonably. “How could she have done this 
awful thing to me?” Even though the lovely caterpillar’s indignation
    was entirely justified, she felt guilty for having
    unfriendly thoughts. “Well,” she thought 
   charitably, “perhaps that explains why the pie 
   was so bad. Princess Hammah was not bad at 
   making pies; it was awful because it was 
   poisoned!” As nice as this thought was, she was 
   wrong. Princess Hammah really was just bad at 
   making pies.
 “Now,” she continued thinking, “I must find myself a wizard.” 
The lovely caterpillar briefly considered staying a caterpillar to make 
the princess happy, but she realized that she would never be able to 
wash the princess’s expensive jewelry collection and her collection of 



expensive coins if she were a caterpillar. Her legs would be too 
short, and she wouldn’t be able to fit into her cleaning 
uniform or hold the polishing rag. That simply
wouldn’t do. 
 The lovely caterpillar thought about where she 
would be able to find a wizard. Just then, she 
conveniently noticed some magic coming from a 
nearby hut. “How lovely!” thought the lovely caterpillar. “I shall visit 
that hut and beseech the wizard who resides there to return me to my 
normal lovely self!” Smiling, she continued down the wall and began 
inching her way toward the house from whence the magic had origi-
nated. 
 Three days later, she had arrived at the wizard hut, exhausted, 
but still unreasonably cheerful. She was having the time of her life. 
She finally reached the door, and reached up to knock, when she had 
a very sad realization. Caterpillars, no matter how lovely, cannot use 
door knockers. They can’t even just knock on doors with their fists 
because they don’t have fists. How embarrassing. Luckily, she heard 
a voice from inside. “Do I smell a lovely caterpillar at my door?” The 
door opened and a frightening wizard emerged. 
 Back at the castle, the princess was having a very bad time. 
Nobody was polishing her jewelry or her expensive coins collections. 
If she didn’t get a new maid soon, she was going to have to do the 
work of poor people. She didn’t want to touch cleaning supplies with 
her delicate princess hands. That would be very yucky. She might get 
scars. She might get blisters. She might get glass stuck in her hands. 
That wouldn’t be fun. She might have to take antibiotics, which hadn’t 
even been invented yet. Princess Hammah was going to have to take 
action. 
    She went out to the woods and 
         demanded that the chipmunks and rabbits 
         clean her jewelry collection, but rabbits and 
         chipmunks cannot talk, much less polish  
         expensive jewelry collections. She instructed 
         the sparrows and larks to shine up her 
         valuable coin collection, but birds are not 
          interested in such things, so they did not 

oblige. “Rats, rats, and rats again!” cried the whiny and 
increasingly belligerent princess.  “I am not happy. I shall 
have my items polished! I shall, I shall!” but there 
was no one who wanted to do it for her.
 Meanwhile, the lovely caterpillar had 
sat down to a nice cup of tea with the 
frightening wizard. “If it’s no trouble, my good 
sir,” the she began, “it sure would be nice if you could turn me back 
into a maid.” She was concerned that she was being ungracious, be-
cause she was ever so polite and wonderful. 
 The wizard contemplated this prospect. “No, I should think 
not,” he said, “I will not turn you into a maid. You have already been a 
maid. That would not be very interesting, and is not a worthwhile use 
of my time. I will not do that.”
 “Oh,” said the lovely caterpillar, in a very lovely and pleasant 
way, “I see.” An average person would have been upset, but the lovely 
caterpillar was very nice and she bore no ill will toward anyone. She 
was much too sweet and wonderful. 
  “Why are you even a caterpillar? That’s a dumb thing for 
you to turn yourself into. You shouldn’t have done that. Now you are 
stuck, you dumb lovely caterpillar.” He threw one of his many stuffed 
animals at her, missing the caterpillar completely. He continued, 
“Anyway, I have other problems, obviously. I live in a stupid hut.”
 “Why do you live in a hut?” the lovely caterpillar politely in-
quired, “You are a wizard. Shouldn’t you be able to turn your hut into 
a big house or a castle, or a really big mall or something?” She tried 
to drink her tea, but caterpillars, no matter how lovely, can’t drink tea 
out of teacups. They are too small, and they can’t really tolerate hot 
liquids. It’s a real shame.
 The wizard was becoming increasingly irritated with the lovely 
caterpillar. She was asking too many polite questions. The wizard 
was too easily irritated and became primarily interested in making the 
lovely caterpillar upset. He looked over at his pile of stuffed animals 
and briefly considered tossing a stuffed squirrel at her, but decided to 
wait until the conversation was over. 
 “…and to answer your question,” the lovely caterpillar contin-
ued, once she realized the wizard was not going to respond, “I did not 



turn myself into a caterpillar. The beautiful wonderful Princess Ham-
mah turned me into a caterpillar because I am very bad at waiting on 
her hand and foot. I suppose I deserved it, but I think I should go back 
and be her maid again. She probably needs my help.”
 The frightening wizard looked up. “Princess Hammah? She 
is awful. She made a law that says that everyone has to live in huts 
so that her castle is easier to see from far away! I wanted to build a 
moat so I could surf around my house every morning, and now I can’t 
because stupid beautiful Princess Hammah has to have her stupid giant 
castle. Who does she even think she is?”
 “She is very nice,” said the lovely caterpillar in an uncharacter-
istically stern voice, “you are being rude.”
 “Perhaps I could turn you back into a maid,” he said. The love-
ly caterpillar was not used to being called a maid, instead of a lovely 
maid, but she ignored it. He continued, “IF you are willing to turn the 
princess into a frog.”
 The lovely caterpillar briefly imagined 
the princess as a frog, and involuntarily smiled 
(as much as caterpillars can smile). Even lovely 
caterpillars who never have unfriendly thoughts 
are somewhat susceptible to schadenfreude 
(look it up), especially when it comes to abusive
employers like Princess Hammah. She felt 
guilty again for having an unfriendly thought.
 “No, thank you,” she said cheerfully. The wizard narrowed 
his eyes. Unacceptable. The lovely caterpillar did not notice his angry 
face. She went on, “I like Princess Hammah. I think she is wonderful.” 
She started to leave. It took her a long time because she was very tiny.
 Frighteningly, the wizard stood up. “No, no, no,” he said fright-
eningly. “You will be turned back into a maid and the princess will be a 
frog. Please?”
 “I would be happy to be a maid again,” she said, “but I don’t 
think the princess would enjoy life as a frog. She doesn’t like touch-
ing dirt. Frogs have to live in ponds, where there is lots of dirt. I don’t 
need to be a maid. I can learn to polish jewelry as a caterpillar.” The 
frightening wizard was frighteningly angry. He was already standing 
up, so he sat down angrily and then stood up, because he thought it was 

intimidating to stand up abruptly.
 Just then, there was a knock at the 
door. The princess had wandered over to 
the frightening wizard’s hut in search of 
someone to polish her valuables. The 
wizard frighteningly thrust open the door 
and the princess screamed rudely. “Who 
are you? Are you a wizard? Why are you in 
my forest? Your hut is too big. Do you have
 jewelry polish? You should find some jewelry polish so that you can 
start polishing my jewelry. I’m glad I found a wizard. You should be 
able to polish my coins and jewelry much faster than any dumb spar-
row.” He closed the door in the princess’s face.
 “I am going to turn her into a frog anyway.” He lifted his magic 
wand and turned his house into a very large casino with a moat. He 
turned his tea set into a surf board. The lovely caterpillar looked around. 
There were many chandeliers in this new building which she wished 
she could polish. The wizard picked her up on his magic wand because 
he didn’t like picking up bugs with his hands. He turned her back into a 
lovely maid. She had mixed feelings about being a lovely person again.
 The wizard felt that turning his house into a casino and returning the 
lovely maid to her original state was sufficiently irritating to the prin-
cess so he decided against turning her into a frog. He opened the door. 
“Go home,” he said to the princess, who had fallen into the moat. “I do 
not like you, Princess Hammah. Take these coupons for my new ca-
sino and get out of here.” He handed her some coupons, which he had 
already printed up, probably several months ago. The princess scowled 

!!!



as the wizard patted her on the back and sent her on her way. 
The lovely maid smiled and skipped home behind the princess. “I 
can’t wait until we get back to the castle! I ordered myself some new 
polishing rags, and you are going to love them! Maybe we can stop at 
Taco Bell on the way back. Has that been invented yet? Today I had 
tea! Do you like tea? I like you very much, Princess Hammah. Why 
are you frowning? Is it because you are all wet? Do you know any 
games for walking home through the forest? How about we play a 
game where every time you see a tree, you say ‘tree!’ ….Tree! I see a 
tree! You look very upset….”

THE END

The Job Market in the U.S
                                                                  By: Ian Vargas
The job market today in the U.S is a very big problem. As of May 2012, at 
least 10 percent of the U.S population are unemployed. College graduates of 
2012, as well of graduates of other years end up without a job for a while. A 
college graduate of 2010 graduated with a creative writing degree, couldn’t 
get the job he wanted and he couldn’t find one for a while. A lot of people who 
get unemployed get jobs that are less for them. An example; a person goes to 
college and gets a degree so that they can become a teacher, it is a chance that 
they might become a waiter or a clerk or a cashier. It’s not looking good for the 
U.S., and here are the percentage rates for each of the states: 1. North Dakota 
3.0% 2.Nebraska 3.9% 3. South Dakota 4.3% 4. Vermont 4.6% 5. Oklahoma 
4.8% 6. New Hampshire 5.0% 7. Iowa 5.1% 8.Wyoming 5.2% 9. Minnesota 
5.6% 9. Virginia 5.6% 11. Massachusetts 6.0% 11. Utah 6.0% 13. Kansas 6.1% 
14. Hawaii 6.3% 14. Montana 6.3% 16. New Mexico 6.7% 17. Delaware 6.8% 
17. Maryland 6.8% 17. Wisconsin 6.8%  20. Texas 6.9  20. West Virginia 6.9% 
22. Alaska 7.0%  23. Louisiana 7.2% 24. Arkansas 7.3% 24. Missouri 7.3% 
24. Ohio 7.3% 27. Alabama 7.4% 27. Maine 7.4% 27. Pennsylvania 7.4% 30. 
Connecticut 7.8% 30. Idaho 7.8% 32. Indiana 7.9% 32. Tennessee 7.9% 34. 
Colorado 8.1% 35. Arizona 8.2% 35. Kentucky 8.2% 37. Washington 8.3% 38. 
Oregon 8.4% 39. Michigan 8.5% 40. Florida 8.6% 40. Illinois 8.6% 43. Mis-
sissippi 8.7% 44. Georgia 8.9% 45. South Carolina 9.1% 46. New Jersey 9.2% 
47. District of Columbia 9.3% 48. North Carolina 9.4% 49. California 10.8% 
50. Rhode Island 11.0% 51. Nevada 11.6%. On the side of good news, I read 
an article saying that people will get more labor jobs like building so hopefully 
it will help the economy.



 
By Kelton Bullock

Demon  Loggers Run  Vortex 
Drop zone  Orbit  Whitewater Falls 
Endeavour  Rip Roaring Rapids  Xtreme Skyflyer 
FireFall  Rue Le Dodge   

           What Made Marijuana Illegal?

                 As you may know, the legalization of marijuana has 
been largely discussed. Before it was made illegal in 1937, it had 
the potential to be used for the manufacturing of products such 
as cloth, rope, and food (and is still used in some cases). America 
was enjoying the plant until they saw Mexican immigrants with 
it. And because of the racism and association with Mexicans (and 
some African Americans and jazz music), California became the 
first state to outlaw hemp. Soon, more and more states were mak-
ing it illegal for various, but mostly racist reasons. 
           There are two men who are largely responsible for the 
vilifying of marijuana. One is a journalist named William Hearst, 
who had three reasons. The first reason was Hearst’s dislike for 
the Mexicans who brought it into the US.  Second, Hearst was 
an investor in the lumber industry and did not want hemp as a 
competitor. And third, the stories of crimes related to hemp made 
for great stories in his newspaper.
          The second source behind the illegalization was Harry 
Anslinger; the first commissioner of the Federal Bureau of Nar-
cotics (FBN). Like other corrupt politicians, he saw his job as a 
business opportunity rather than as a personal duty. He wanted 
to expand the FBN further and he felt that the current wars on 
cocaine and other opiates weren’t as well known. And so he 
picked up marijuana to begin a campaign that portrayed hemp as 
the cause of crime and disorder. After two years of planning, he 
brought The Marijuana Tax Act of 1937 to congress. With him 
he brought a book filled with stories by Hearst and quotes from 
Anslinger’s “Gore Files”. With little opposition, the Marijuana 
Tax Act was accepted. Since then, marijuana is labeled a Sched-
ule 1 substance, which has no medical benefits.
              So why is it still illegal today? For the following reasons:  
1. Inertia that the law has gained. Marijuana has been illegal for 
so long that it has become the status quo, something people will 
rarely oppose. 2. The belief that it is a “gateway drug.” And 3, the 
way legalization advocates speak of it. Most of the time they say 



things like “it cures diseases and promotes creativity, open-
mindedness, moral progression, and closer relationships with 
God/universe.” These claims tend to sound quite crazy from 
another person’s perspective. In my opinion, a much better argu-
ment would be something like “Research shows ______.” So 
what do you think? Do you approve of marijuana?

(Above): States where medical marijuana has been ap-
proved via ballot.
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